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ABSTRACT
The basic question posed by this study is - WHAT IS THE
SENSITIVITY OF PICTORIAL SUBJECTIVE QUALITY TO A GRANULARITY INCREASE?
This question is decidedly different than the typically posed question
of granularity studies, that is
- WHAT IS THE SENSITIVITY OF PERCEIVED
GRANULARITY (graininess) TO A GRANULARITY INCREASE? In the subjective
evaluations herein, the former question was considered most pertinent to
response from the general public, who in toto, do not interpret graini
ness as an attribute per se, but only that ubiquitous factor known as
"quality"
-
poor, indifferent, or good. All references in this paper to
granularity/quality thresholds (i.e., Just Noticeable Difference (JND))
should be considered from this standpoint. This interpretation could be
critical in that thresholds for perceived granularity and quality may be
at best functionally related in some complex manner. This could occur
since quality is a factor which could be dependent on several inter
related parameters including graininess.
1
The study result suggests that the above two questions or
criterion are at least mutually commensurable in a gross sense. The
apparent differences were discerned in the JND's emulated in the digital
simulation and those published for conventional pictorial results. Gen




The results also suggest that the subjective evaluation of
quality may be scene dependent. The lower complexity (low degree of
textural heterogeneity) scene subjective quality varied quite linearly
with granularity while the higher complexity (high degree of textural
heterogeneity) scene was apparently non-linear, or logarithmic over the
same granularity range
- the sensitivity for lower granularities higher
(smaller JND) than at higher granularities. The general log model was
found to correlate reasonably well with low and high complexity scenes.
The result is shown to support the concept of information content as one
model for subjective quality which is expanded on in Section 5.0 and
Appendix B. Experimental data indicated that S - - 6.3 + 2.6 In 0/an)
where S represents subjective quality characterized by statistical
scaling and an
is the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) density or granularity.
This equation, over the range of variables considered and statistical
confidence attained, reasonably models results for all scene types.
However, the low complexity scene subjective quality was better described
by the simpler linear expression or S
= + 2.6 - 27.1 (aD).
The question of the dependency of subjective quality on
scene type can only be adequately resolved with further experiments.
For now, hypothetical concepts are explored as with the information
content model of subjective quality in Appendix B. Three spatial fre
quency "bandpass
filters"
for low, medium', and high degree of
"busyness"
subregions (within the pictorial format) are assumed to operate inde
pendently in attempting an explanation of the possible scene dependency
response.
Past studies suggest that granularity perception sensi
tivity is maximal for the simpler scenes (e.g., uniformly exposed and
developed emulsions). This study shows results, for the type of scenes
treated herein, which differ in that at lower granularity levels, the
sensitivity of subjective quality to changes in granularity is greatest
for higher complexity scenes. The model of Appendix B is also used to
supply a rationale for this condition using the bandpass concept as
noted above.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This section describes the experiment and variables con
sidered in this study.
1.1 Granularity - Granularity is an objective measure of the
"noise"
signal inherent in developed pictorial imagery. It is primarily
due to the finite size of film emulsion grains (developed silver halide
matrix) and their variation in spatial distribution, size, and develop
ment sensitivity. The measurement of granularity is usually achieved by
scanning a uniformly exposed and developed film emulsion with the aper
ture of a microdensitometer. The output is the density variation in
terms of its Root-Mean-Square (RMS) value which is denoted as gran
ularity. The measurement is made at a fixed average density (usually
1.0) and scan aperture (usually circular).
1.2 Subjective Qua! ity - The RMS granularity is denoted as aD
and
represents an objective measure of the inherent film noise not unlike
that for the noise inherent in electrical system amplifiers and image
recording devices such as kinescopes or
Charge Coupled Detector (CCD)
devices. The subjective or visual corollary to granularity is termed
graininess. This attribute represents the basic
"noise"
within the
photographic format as perceived by an observer. The thesis topic con
sidered herein is concerned with a comparison of the digitally generated
granularity and its relationship to
subjective quality for similarly
generated photographic simulations. The digital results are compared to
the well-known results for conventional photographic systems.
The following questions are considered.
1.2.1 Are perceived granularity threshold levels, often de
noted as a Just Noticeable Difference (JND), com
parable to JND's for subjective quality?
1.2.2 Given comparability, what relationships can be dis
cerned between JND and subjective quality assessment of
photography as acquired by the general public (i.e.,
objective model of subjective quality)?
1.3 Digital Image Simulation - The use of a digital image process
ing system allows a precise and controlled introduction of granularity
levels. Variables such as scene type, camera quality, operation and
development variations are thus significantly minimized.
The processing system utilized by the writer is the property
of the Image Technology Laboratory (ITL) of the Eastman Kodak Physics
Research Laboratory. This system allows the exact introduction of
specific granularity levels (an) for a range of realistic scene types.
Although the system can process color imagery, it was decided to re
strict this study to the monochrome case in order to minimize the number
of variables. The results, in many cases, can be extrapolated to the
polychrome system.
1.4 Pictorial Format - This paper, in characterizing signal by its
power spectrum, will continually make reference to the terms pictorial
format or scene and subregion. The pictorial format is merely any photo
graphically reproduced object(s). A
subregion is arbitrarily defined as
a perceived textural ly homogeneous and continuous region within the pic
torial format. On this basis, a pictorial format is relatively complex
when it contains several heterogeneous subregions and relatively simple
when it contains say, two or less. This allows for a form of pictorial
format definition as a composite of several subregions. Each subregion
can be defined by a unique single spectrum parameter which denotes its
perceptual impact. Perceptual impact is arbitrarily defined to range
from quiet to busy. For example, a least busy subregion would be char
acterized by a uniformly exposed and developed emulsion (e.g., picture
of wall of one color). A busiest type subregion might be representabl e
by a random dot pattern. Typically, subregions will consist of inter
mediate forms such as various spatial densities of line detail/edges.
Therefore, subregions are defined according to degree of busyness while
the pictorial format or scene containing these subregions are categorized
according to degree of complexity.
1.5 Study Caveats - All results of this study are conditioned by
the following experimental constraints.
1.5.1 Monochromatic Imagery
1.5.2 Random (Gaussian) signal dependent granularity simula
tion
1.5.3 Moderate contrast scenes - simple to complex
1.5.4 Normal, unconstrained observer viewing distance
1.5.5 Pair-wise comparison of quality
- six granularity
level s
1.5.6 General observer mix (e.g., housewife, engineer, etc.)
1.5.7 Normal office/home viewing conditions
Original computer simulated negatives, corresponding positives,
and all statistical outputs have been retained for future review and
support of the study results.
2.0 HISTORY
2.1 Early Density and Granularity Models - Nutting (1913) de
veloped a simplistic yet surprisingly realistic model which predicted
the density for a uniformly exposed and developed film emulsion. This
characterization represents the
"signal"
as density variations which, in
turn, is a function of the light energy emanating from the pictorial ob
ject or scene. A quantitative characterization of the
"noise"
counter
part, the granularity aspect of developed film imagery, did not occur




where: G = constant, the Selwyn granularity constant,
A = area of scanning area,
an (A)
= density standard deviation or RMS of density
fluctuations as function of A
Equation 2.1-1 was found to hold for scanning aperture areas
which were large enough to contain about 50 or more average developed
grain cluster diameters. It was found that under these conditions, the
equation was successful in characterizing the noise features of a wide
range of film types if aD
for a photographic negative was measured at an




value in the resulting positive print.
*Midtone grey values of
positive print,
2.2 Spatial Models of Granularity - A significant improvement in
modeling which allowed a more direct correlation between film emulsion
noise and its subjective effect was developed by Jones, Higgins, and
Stultz (1955). The effort resulted in a model which computed a
parameter denoted average syzygetic density difference (SaD). This
factor is related to the autocorrelation of granularity
- the correlation
distance approximating a viewer's retinal resolution. Under restricted
conditions, it could be shown that SaD was equivalent to G - the Selwyn
granularity constant. The major contribution of SaD was its introduction
of the observer's viewing characteristics to better model subjective
quality assessments. This result anticipated the utilization of the
granularity power spectrum (or the Fourier Transform (FT) of the granu
larity autocorrelation function). The calculation of the granularity
power spectrum (Wiener spectrum) resulted in a more generalized charac
terization for film emulsion noise. In essence, the integral of the
Wiener spectrum over its total spatial frequency extent is an. The area
under the power spectrum between frequencies v and v + Av where v =
spatial frequency, cycles per millimeter (c/mm) and Av is some finite
frequency increment quantitatively characterizes the noise affecting
imagery having a v c/mm spectral component. In this case, if a viewing
magnification was such that imagery having a v c/mm component were
viewed, the power spectrum theoretically would yield the effective noise
level at v c/mm. The subjective effect of noise on quality is thus





scenes). Busy scenes tend to have
higher spectral frequency content.

2.3 Communication Theoretic Models - The next logical step was the
utilization of the signal spectrum as well as the noise spectrum to ob
tain a signal-to-noise ratio. Jones (1958) utilized the concept of
Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE). The model incorporated the ratio of
2 ?
(signal-to-noise) of the detector to the (signal-to-noise) of the in
put signal (e.g., photons). This ratio is an estimator of the efficien
cy of the detector in recording information. Its use in subjective
quality assessment is thus limited. However, the introduction of
signal-to-noise in Shannon's information capacity model, Shannon (1948),
opened up the vast amount of communication theoretic models developed
over the past 40 years to photographic system modeling. This model
theoretically increases the number of subjective quality parameters that
can be considered, Kriss (1976), and could conceptually include the
viewer's visual characteristics and the scene's spectral characteristics.
The 1976 paper showed the general information theoretic model as
I = K In (1 + |) 2.3-1
where: K is a constant
S = signal spectrum (power)
N = noise spectrum (power)
S includes scene, lens and film transfer characteristics while N is re
lated to the film granularity spectrum.
2.4 Information Model /Weber Fechner - An interesting feature of
the above model is its logarithmic weighting of the signal-to-noise
power ratio, S/N. This is similar in form to
the logarithmic model
hypothesized by Fechner for brightness discrimination in the late 19
century, Fechner (1877), which mathematically dictates that noticeable
changes are given by a constant percentage of the stimuli being assessed.
For example, a 6-7% change in granularity from its base level might yield
a JND. All succeeding 6-7% increases will likewise yield successive
JND's. This paper will further explore possible relationships for granu
larity JND's and subjective quality assessment under generalized condi
tions (e.g., various realistic scenes). The former concept implies a
perceived granularity threshold phenomena, the latter a perceived quality
assessment threshold.
3.0 METHOD
The determination of a subjective JND for film granularity in
volves the consideration of many complex interacting factors. Scene
type, contrast and developed grain morphology are a few of the many in
terlocking factors which impact a subjective evaluation of granularity.
For these reasons, a digital image evaluation -- black and white photo
graphic simulation -- was considered to have the potential for mini
mizing the effects of these many variables. On this basis, the results
can be considered general in terms of typical scenes acquired using a
monochrome photographic system as obtained within the constraints of
this experiment. The following sections describe the salient features
of the digital simulation.
3.1 Digital Image Processing - Recent years have seen a signifi
cant improvement in cost/effectivity ratios in the area of digital image
processing. This improvement has become so enormous that, today,
digital models can often compete effectively with conventional models
with regard to system analysis. In the past, it was usually more effec
tive to simulate a proposed photographic system by literally building
the system and eventually putting it through a series of photographic
experiments at the conclusion of which several test images were visually
evaluated. Recent technological advances in digital processing
hardware/ software now make digital models, in many cases, more effec
tive. This study will utilize a digital image processing system to
verify the comparability of a digital granularity simulation to that
perceived in photographic results. If comparability is shown in terms
of JND (magnitude of granularity change for detection), additional
effort will be devoted to an investigation of the JND to subjective
quality preference relationship.
Figure 3.1-1 presents a simplified block diagram of the image
processing system utilized by the Image Technology Laboratory (ITL) of
the Eastman Kodak Physics Research Laboratory. As suggested in this
functional drawing, the scanner-playback peripheral hardware consists of
a transparent drum on which a photographic transparency, representing
the desired input scene, is placed for sampling and digitization. The
transmittance in the transparency is sampled by the scanning aperture to
yield an array of data in an (X, Y) digital format which is stored for
subsequent processing. This is accomplished by a simultaneous rotation
and translation of the scan drum about its axis to give a uniform
sampling in X and Y of the input transparency transmittance or its
equivalent density. The sampling is accomplished by passing a beam of
light through the transparency. The light beam is thus modulated by the
transparency transmittance in analog fashion to yield a facsimile of the
light radiation which emanates from the original scene. (A later
section will discuss the approach used in converting from reproduced
scene transmittance to scene light radiation energy.) The analog signal
is digitized using an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and stored in
serial fashion on magnetic tape under control of a PDP-11 digital com
puter. At this point, the tape can be used at the discretion of the ex
perimenter, for input to the more
powerful*
PDP-10, where the digital








data representing the scene irradiance is stored in array form in per
manent storage (PDP-10 memory). The data can then be digitally
processed and modified to achieve carefully controlled photographic con
ditions.
Before proceeding with a discussion of the type of processing
feasible for this system, the following details on the scanner/playback
system should be considered. Firstly, the density samples are obtained
using a 500 line-per-inch (lpi) translation lead screw. The samples in
the direction of rotation are spaced at the same spatial period to give
a uniform sampling in the X and Y direction over the area of the input
transparency. The densities of the transparency modify the light
energy, the signal variation being converted to an electrical analog
signal by a light sensing device as was shown in Figure 3.1-1. On play
back, the PDP-10 modified result is used to control the beam intensity
of a modulator tube, denoted exposing source in the figure. The
sampling characteristics of the playback system are synchronized and
compatible with those of the scan drum via the common lead screw con
nection. The 50 micrometer sampling interval and aperture of the scan
drum is approximated by the recording aperture of the playback drum.
After digitization and storage, the digitized data can be
processed in order to simulate a large number of significant photo
graphic variables. For example, the following performance affecting
components can be digitally emulated.
3.1.1 Camera lens: Optical Transfer Function (OTF)
3.1.2 Granularity; signal/non-signal dependent
3.1.3 Tone reproduction
12
3.1.4 Image motion (transfer function)
3.1.5 Scene luminance levels (time of year/day)
3.1.6 Viewing magnification
The above factors represent several major parameters which can be simu
lated. Figure 3.1-2 schematically presents the sequence of operations
which can be performed on the ITL digital image processing system. As
shown, the chain of image modification is carried out in the spatial
frequency domain. This is accomplished by taking the Fourier Transform
of the digitized input scene. Each point (X, Y) of the transparency
contributes to this spatial frequency domain via a two-dimensional
transform. The final result is a two-dimensional power spectrum. In
this case, power refers to scene spatial frequency
"energy"
or contri
butions to the total scene as a function of spatial frequency.
The use of the spatial frequency domain allows an efficient
mathematical treatment of the photographic system optics and optical de
grading factors such as defocus or image motion. In the spatial fre
quency domain, a degrader transfer function need merely be multiplied,
point-by-point at each spatial frequency with the scene spectrum, to
obtain the resultant degraded scene spectral content (assumes
linearity). An Inverse Fourier Transform is then applied to return the
degraded scene image to the space domain in preparation for viewing and
evaluation. This approach has been successfully used in simulating a
wide range of performance factors/constraints and follows the sequence
denoted in Figure 3.1-2.
3.2 Granularity Introduction
- The output data represents the
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picture taking conditions. Grain noise is added after the Inverse
Fourier Transform has been accomplished so that the digital model now
represents a granularity affected density signal in the (X, Y) domain.
At this point, it should be noted that the resulting noise contaminated
"signal"
at (X, Y) is represented by one pixel (picture element) ap
proximately 48 micrometers in extent. The sole independent variable,
the granularity, was introduced by algebraic addition to each pixel.
This study utilized a random, Gaussian, signal dependent granularity
(function of density) yielding the magnitudes shown in Table 3.2-1. The
values of
aQ
represent simulated granularity (RMS) levels at a density
of 1.0. The signal dependency, a complex function of density, will
yield different values of
aD
for different density values. This effect
is described in more detail in later sections.
3.3 Ambient Granularity Correction - The null level, A of Table
3.2-1, represents the granularity introduced inadvertently by system
digital/scanner playback recording parameters such as recording emulsion
granularity and digitization or sampling effects. The null level was
evaluated to obtain estimates of true simulation
aQ
values. In order to
accomplish this, a model was developed which predicts/estimates the re
sulting error in an. The model is derived in the Results section and is
shown in final form as
k1
= U2, + (K2, - 3.3-1
where: k, = scale factor for granularity adjustment (multiplier)
k?
= desired scale factor for subsequent granularity levels
a,
= inherent digital system granularity
CTn
















As shown in equation 3.3-1, k., , the corrected scale factor, obeys a
root-sum-square functional relationship using
[aJoA)2
as a weighting
factor. Thus, if aQ
-*-
Oj, the required factor k-j is a factor of 1.46
times the desired scale factor.* On the other hand, if a + 0, then
k.j
=
k^ and no adjustment is required. In our simulation, only level C
(2 input granularity level) may be seriously affected by inherent
granularity. In this case, aD
= 0.064 with a, = 0.03. Thus, if adjacent







In order to obtain 25% increments in granularity levels between levels B
and C, one scales by 1.3, not 1.25. This result becomes even less sig
nificant for granularity levels above C.
The granularity levels B, C, D, E, F and G were generated
using the 1.25 scale factor as the above result and required precision
indicated that the aT
= 0.03 value would not significantly impact final
results. These granularity levels, beginning with B at aD
= 0.05, were
thus scaled by a factor of 1.25 to yield the maximum simulated granu
larity, an
= 0.157 at level G. These input granularity values were
verified using a microdensitometer
analysis of a simulated "grain
patch"
- a digitally generated simulation of a uniformly exposed and
developed film emulsion. The measurement of each aQ
level (detailed in
Results section) was found to agree with the experimentally
induced
granularity levels. Thus, the
input granularity levels were precisely
and successfully obtained using




34 Granularity Signal Dependency - The signal dependency of the
granularity on density was taken into account. The functional dependency
was derived on the basis of a calibration performed on the film con
sidered for the simulation recording medium. These functional depend






where: D = density
0.3 4 n 0.7 (typically n * 0.5)
Figure 3.4-1 presents the calibrated granularity versus density curve for
the KS Paul simulation of color film green layer granularity. This re
sult was normalized and scaled at the density of 1.0. The B/W simulation
was obtained by appropriate spectral averaging of this calibration curve
and those for the red and blue layers and scaling to the desired op
value. Results were commensurate with Panatomic-X granularity with nor
malized weights of 0.4, 0.5 and 0.1 for the red, green and blue layers
respectively. Note that 3.4-1 only applies approximately for the lower
density values. In particular, the granularity for the film under simu
lation decreases for density values of about 2.0 or more.
3.5 Granularity-Magnification Relationship - In developing the
input an value,
consideration of scanner/playback aperture size and
viewing magnification must be reconciled. It is
expected that various
viewing magnifications, in the range of 20-60X, are optimum for the
system under simulation. The lowest level of granularity in this study
is an
= 0.05 for level B, lowest input value. The effective digital
scan/playback aperture diameter is about 48 micrometers. This aperture
18
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size is roughly indicative of an approximate 10X viewing condition. The
granularity of the film under simulation* in this study at apertures of
this size is about 0.025. The level B effective magnification is thus
10 0.05 1 = 20X. This sets the effective magnification for the lowest
|70T5~j
level of granularity. All higher granularity levels are ratioed up
relative to their respective granularity magnitude. For example, level
G, with a Op
= 0.157, gives the study maximum effective magnification as
10 (.157/. 025) = 63X.
3.6 Digital System Overview - In broad summary, the digital image
processing system consists of a scanner (ultra high quality graphic
arts), a digital recording stage, off-line processing of digital data,
and recreation of the modified image on the scanner. The system is
capable of 250, 500 and 1000 pixels per inch in both scan directions
(X, Y) and has a density range digitized to 256 levels for red, blue and
green color information. On this basis, a typical monochrome 4 inch x
4 inch picture contains 4,000,000 pixels at the 500 line-per-inch scan/
reproduction rate. Figure 3.6-1 summarizes, in outline form, the com
plete data processing sequence. As shown, the E, variable in quadrant
(V) represents scene reflectance/film exposure. D-| represents the re
sulting density due to this exposure. In essence, quadrant (V) presents
the tone reproduction curve for the scene input transparency. Note that
a hypothetical scene exposure is shown originating in this quadrant and
will be used to show the effect of the processing system and system
being simulated on sine wave objects (sine
wave shown between the dotted
lines). The next quadrant, (?) , represents scanner digitization. The












density values at D1 are converted to digitized values denoted N, . This
occurs through the transfer characteristic as shown for the scanner de
vice. At this point, density D] is effectively quantized to 1 of 256
levels. Quadrant Qf) represents a software operation where the transfer
characteristic of the scanning device is "backed
out"
from the digitized
data (N-|). Note that the curve in quadrant (T) is merely the inverse of
the characteristic transfer function for the scanner as depicted in (T) .
At this point, the only potential non-linearity which remains in the
digitized data would be due to the transparency tone reproduction curve
of \\y . Thus, quadrant \3J converts N, values to effective density
values, Dp, which are in a 1:1 correspondence with the D, values. The
D? values are next transferred through quadrant (j\J where a second soft
ware operation is performed. At this point, the D? values are trans
ferred through the inverse of the tone reproduction curve of \\_) to
minimize non-linearity due to this source. This is referred to as
"input object backout". The resulting digitized exposure values, E2^
are now in a 1:1 correspondence with E-. , the exposure obtained via re
flectance from the scene considered in the simulation. Note that the
sine wave depiction in Qu shows no non-linearity effects (e.g., the
positive and negative going cycles are of equal amplitude).
It is at this juncture where the linearized digital data rep
resenting scene reflectance/exposure, E,,, is
transformed to the spatial
frequency space using the Fourier Transform. The fact that
non-
linearities have been removed will minimize the possibility of spurious
results being obtained using Fourier techniques. The
application of
this transform results in scene reflectance expressed in the
spatial
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frequency domain where it is relatively straightforward to apply hard
ware parameters, such as optical lens effects, to the model. The lens
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), image motion MTF, and defocus MTF
are applied at this stage by point-by-point multiplication of each
transfer function with the corresponding scene spectral value. The re
sulting scene spectral distribution, in the spatial frequency domain,
represents the scene image as degraded by optics, image motion and
defocus. This degraded result is available at the image plane for re
cording on the film considered in the simulation, in this case,
Panatomic-X, Before introduction of the film, the reflectance spectral
distribution is Inverse Fourier Transformed to return to the spatial
domain. This now represents the degraded scene aerial image in (X, Y)
space as exposed on the film. This data, as already discussed, is de
noted Ep in quadrant (V) and represent the exposure seen by the film of
the system under simulation. The curve shown in (5) represents the tone
reproduction or D log E curve for the simulated system. Thus, the E?
values (and hypothetical sine wave exposure) are now converted to D,
(density value in digitized form).
It should be noted at this point that the final result shows
the sine wave in distorted form due to inherent non-linearities asso
ciated with the film of the system undergoing simulation (quadrant
Qn) . Finally, and perhaps most importantly for this study, note that
granularity in the form of a density dependent random Gaussian Monte
Carlo routine is added at D3, the densities recorded on the simulated
film.
Finally, the digitized D, values are modified by the inverse
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characteristics of the playback system to give Np, the digital magnitudes
for controlling output transparency density - quadrant \6j .
Actual
playback is shown in quadrant \7j where Np is transferred through the
playback system transfer characteristic to yield D., the final density
in the output.
The granularity degraded output is in negative transparency
form. This option was selected to ensure that a large number of posi
tive prints would be available for observer evaluation. This is one
link in the digitized system where significant uncontrolled variables
may affect experimental results. However, extreme care was taken in
matching print tone reproduction characteristics over all prints in
cluding system gamma attainment of 1.0 for negative to positive transfer.
This composite gamma of 1.0 insures optimum linearity between image tone
reproduction and input scene reflectance.
3.7 Input Scene Selection - In order to generalize the results of
the experiment, a wide range of scene types were selected for input.
Four scene types ranging from an apparently simple scene to an extremely
complex scene were selected for processing. The scene types are cate









Checkerboard pattern, fixed density/square
Girl's portrait, full format
Girl posing in indoor environment
Landscape photo, girl in foreground
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Figure 3.7-1 presents examples of each scene type. Scenes denoted 1
through 4 of Table 3.7-1 represent an apparently least complex to a most
complex pictorial scene type. This selection is admittedly arbitrary in
a technical sense, yet quite realistic relative to pictorial scenes
acquired by the general public photographer. The least realistic or
artificial scene would be scene 1, the tone scale. (The reason for this
one contrived scene will be considered later.) This range of scene
busyness levels was selected for the following purposes.
3.7.1 The use of a variety of scenes allow generalizations
over an ensemble of scene types. In particular, what effect, if any,
does scene type have on granularity JND/subjective quality assessment?
The scenes denoted 2 through 4 represent realistic scene types often
acquired by the general picture taking public.
3.7.2 The contrived scene, represented by the tone scale
scene, should allow the statistical discernment of a fundamental attri
bute used by the observer in assessing subjective quality. For example,
if a scene entailed a flat wall, the observer would be forced to assess
pictorial quality on the basis of large uniform area response to in
creasing levels of granularity. The attribute used by the observer is
thus isolated - in this case, quality is related to pictorial quality
of uniform regions. In this study, a slightly more complex scene, the
tone scale, was selected as an aid in answering the question, "What
pictorial fundamental attributes does the typical observer utilize in
assessing subjective
quality?"
These fundamental attributes are
analogous to a basic (hypothesized) building block of extended optical








tone scale scene will aid in isolating uniform area quality importance
magnitude in quality assessment.
The use of the contrived tone scale scene in isolating
potential fundamental attributes used by observers in evaluating
pictorial quality will be made clearer in the following section on data
analysis utilizing Multiple Dimensional Scaling (MDS) techniques.
Before considering this section, it should be noted that artificial
scenes of increasing complexity could have been selected - say the tone
scale pattern to a technically most complex pattern such as a random dot
pattern. This was not done since it was felt that extrapolation to
realistic photographic conditions would be, at best, of a questionable
nature.
3.8 Statistical Data Analysis - Six granularity levels of iden
tical magnitude were induced in each of the four scene simulations. As
noted earlier, a constant percent change in granularity of about 25%
separated each granularity level. In line with study objectives,
Multiple Dimensional Scaling (MDS) methods were pre-selected as the
basic data analysis model. This is a powerful statistical technique
which potentially allows assessment of
fundamental decision criteria
considered by the typical observer in assessing subjective quality. For
example, are they basing their assessments on line quality, uniform area
quality, etc.? An isolation of
this information might have profound
significance in the design/development of photo systems or pictorial en
hancement techniques. Utilization of the tone scale as one of the four
scenes could allow isolation of uniform area attributes
since it pri-
marily consists of
uniform area - albeit circumscribed by regular line
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boundaries. The results of this analysis will be detailed in the Re
sults section.
In outline, the following statistical analysis was performed
on each of the four scene simulations.
3.8.1 Pairwise Comparison, Ranked Pairs - Approximately 30
observers assessed the magnitude of the perceived quality difference be
tween the 6 identical granularity levels induced in each of the four
simulations. (Typical home/office illumination conditions of about
500-1000 Lux were measured at the surface of each simulation.) This
gave an assessment of 15 pairs/scene - a total of 60 pair evaluations
for all scenes involving 120 observers. Although category scaling could
have been used with MDS, it was felt that pairwise comparisons would
meet study objectives and be easier to implement.
3.8.2 Magnitude Ranking - Each viewer ranks each pair accord
ing to his perceived estimate of the magnitude of the quality difference
between the two pictures comprising each pair. His subjective ranks
were then ordered from 1 to 15, 1 representing the largest perceived
quality difference and 15 the smallest.
Figure 3.8-1 presents the observer instruction sheet.
Each observer was required to study the instruction sheet before ranking
the magnitude of the quality differentials within each of the 15 pairs.
Figure 3.8-2 shows a typical data sheet which records results for four
observers. As shown, the format is in 80 column outline for ready key
punching and direct access
to MDS software. As shown, four observers
are recorded per data sheet with granularity levels B through G (A null)
shown at the top of each matrix. In the example shown, observer #1 (DM)
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1. You will be asked to look at 15 pairs of prints and make a quality
judgement -- the magnitude of the quality difference between the
pictures comprising each pair -- one pair per card.
2. Order the above quality differences noted for each pair in de
creasing quality differences from the largest difference (on left)
to the smallest difference (on right).
3. Distance between viewer and cards being evaluated should not exceed
12 inches.
4. In making quality judgements, please ignore the print border, mis-
cuts and other obvious physical defects such as gouges, tears,
et al .
5. Ignore apparent tone reproduction differences between pairs -- i.e.,
differences in range of light to dark shades between paired prints.
Quality is defined as goodness of overall detail rendition of object
photographed.
6. The following comments are offered as an aid in sorting quality dif
ferences per instruction 2. above. (If you feel more comfortable
with a different method, feel free to apply it in sorting.)
1. Spread all cards face up over table surface.
2. Orient all cards in same position relative to each other.
3. First, sort pairs in two groups
-- one group with
"large"
quality differences between pairs
-- one group with
"small"
differences.
4. Continue refining two groups until quality differences are
ordered in one continuous row. When this is accomplished, your
card having the greatest quality difference will be on your
left. You will have placed pairs you have ranked in decreasing
order of quality difference from this point to the rightmost
card. This card, of course, will be the
15th rank value and
represents your evaluation of a pair having the smallest quality
difference.
7. To minimize physical damage, do not directly touch pictures.
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gave the within pair difference for levels B-C a ranking of 15
- the
smallest perceived difference. This is an accurate assessment since the
smallest quality difference would be between adjacent levels - B-C,
C-D, etc. Contrariwise, the largest input difference is B-G. As shown,
the same observer successfully ranked this case as 1 - the largest
within pair quality difference.
3.9 Multiple Dimensional Scaling - The input data, in the form of
punched cards, is then statistically evaluated using MDS software as
implemented on the IBM 370 series system. MDS offered several unique
analysis features pertinent to a study of this type. For example, MDS
allows the ranking of all data along significant "dimensions". In this
context, dimension represents an as yet unknown observer criterion used
in assessing quality. The algorithm quantifies the statistical strength
of this dimension and then attempts to determine a second most signifi
cant dimension. For example, the 1 most significant dimension could
be uniform regions within the pictorial format, the 2 could be line
detail rendition, etc. If a 2 significant dimension is found, then
this may imply that observers are using two criterion in determining
subjective quality differences. This process could continue until
N-l
dimensions are found (N = number of granularity levels). In reality, at
most 3 dimensions will be found significant. In this study, at most two
dimensions were found highly significant.
A second powerful advantage of MDS is its ability to consis
tently rank data by considering
the existence of more than one attribute
in quality assessment. For example,
g-iven zero error and one attribute,
it would be found that quality would be ranked consistently along one
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continuum or dimension. If more than one attribute is used by some ob
servers, this would not occur. The following simplified example pre
sents this concept for the non-statistically oriented reader. Let Table
3.9-1 show the results of one observer's ranking of quality differences
within 3 pairs of simulations having granularity levels A, B and C.
Figure 3.9-1 shows the assessed quality differences of Table 3.9-1 laid
out along a one-dimensioned space. It is immediately apparent from the
figure that the observer ranked difference for A-C of 5 is not con
sistent with the differences in going from A to B of 3 + B to C of 4
since 3+4 = 7^5, the assessed difference between A and C. This re
sult implies that the observer may be using more than criterion in
assessing quality differences. The algorithm would then rank the re
sults in the two dimensional format of Figure 3.9-2. In this space, the
ranking is now consistent.
It is noted that any set of N attribute levels can be linearly
ranked given N-l dimensions. However, this represents a trivial result
and the experimenter would hope that at most 3 dimensions would be found
significant for his study. It should be noted that the example case
shown, in general, would not yield the simple right triangle result.
The example was given for ease of presentation only. Typically, a more
general triangular pattern would be predicted. The example goal, the
consistency of ranking in
the 2-D case, is preserved.
The MDS algorithm may also be particularly sensitive to noise
or errors inherent in the data. This effect was clearly shown by
Granger (1974) in the following example. Figure 3.9-3, MDS error exam
ple, presents significant






























TORSCA. Figure 3.9-3(A) shows hypothesized data in the form of easily
recognizable alphabetical characters. The resulting MDS analysis of
this data yields the result shown in Figure 3.9-3(B). As shown, the
data is rotated and possibly scaled in order to maximize projection of
the data on one of the two dimensions and simultaneously minimize the
projection on the remaining dimension. The result is successful for
the error free case. When errors are introduced in the data samples,
the resulting distorted configuration shown in 3.9-3(C) is obtained.
This distorted result, although not based on real data, clearly points
out the need for MDS user caution in data interpretation.
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4.0 RESULTS
This section describes the results obtained from the experiment
in terms of goals as defined in Section 3.0, Method. The degree of
success in achieving these goals and their organization into a framework
for satisfying experimental objectives are discussed.
4.1 Granularity Calibration - The most critical input variable for
this study is granularity. This is the single, controlled input varia
ble. It was, therefore, of paramount importance that the granularity
induced at each level, within each scene, had absolute and relative ac
curacy. To insure this result, selected density squares having an ap
proximate density of 1.0 for each input granularity level for the tone
scale, scene (1), were measured using a microdensitometer system
(Photometric Data Systems). Since each square is of uniform density,
this scene served the dual purpose of providing a calibrated uniform
"flat
patch"
for granularity measurement as well as satisfying its pri
mary objective of supplying a most
"quiet"
scene. Table 4.1-1 presents
the input granularity for each level and its corresponding measured
value or verification. As shown, column (V) presents the granularity
code designation, (2) the simulation aD granularity input, \3J the per
cent change between adjacent granularity, (V) the measured granularity
utilizing a 169 micrometer
diameter aperture, {5j the value of aM (169)
adjusted for the scanner playback aperture (Appendix A presents the
Selwyn model assumed in adjustments of this type), and (V) the ratio of
37
TABLE 4.1-1




























- or (!) divided by (?) . This result indicates
the degree of success in simulating the desired oD inputs.
The smallest
ratio of 0.91 and the largest ratio of 1.02, given typical 5% variation
in measurement error, reflects adequate accuracy for the purposes of
this experiment in obtaining the desired 1.25 ratio between adjacent
granularity levels. Figure 4.1-1 presents a plot of column (?) , input
granularity, versus (V) the adjusted, measured input granularity.
The microdensitometer utilized in measuring granularity had
the capability of obtaining a histogram of measured density values for
each scan as well as the associated Wiener spectrum of the granularity.
A typical result for one scan density histogram is shown in Figure
4.1-2. As shown, the average density (mean) for this particular
measurement is 0.886 with a standard deviation of 0.026. Note that for
this case, the input granularity op
was 0.1, level E shown in Table
4.1-1. The figure shows the measured result for aD
(169 ym) as 0.026 -
see top margin of Figure 4.1-2. Figure 4.1-3 presents the corresponding
Wiener spectrum, the granularity as a function of spatial frequency.
Theoretically, the granularity spectrum for purely random grain is con
stant over the total spatial frequency domain. In practice, a typical
lens acts as a low-pass filter which attenuates the spectrum values at
the higher frequencies and truncates it completely at system cutoff. In
our system simulation, this cutoff is at approximately 20
cycles-per-
millimeter (c/mm). The area under. the Wiener spectrum from 0 to 20 c/mm
2
thus represents the measured variance or aQ
measured. It can be seen
that the ordinate at 0 spatial frequency is
* 0.001. This is the dif
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that the noise is represented by the spectrum power beyond 20 c/mm, the
system cutoff which is due to microdensitometer electronic/mechanical
noise sources. Roughly, then, aD
measured can be calculated as
(0.001 x 20)/2 = 0.01. This result simply assumes area is closely ap
proximated by the triangle area formula B x H/2 where H = .001 and
B = 20. The square root of .01 = .1 gives the required measurement of
the input
a^ which,
of course, agrees with the desired level E input.
4.2 Inherent Granularity Correction - The granularity (null case)
is due to the granularity inherent in the playback/scanning medium,
digitization and internal electrical noise. At the initiation of this
study, it was not certain what, if any correction, would be required in
calibration of input density o~ in order to compensate for this effect.
The potential correction factor is derived as follows given the assump
tion that granularity is statistically random, Gaussian in nature. Let
( 2 ?\h
l(k, an) + aT]
=
aM
represent the root-mean-square of the digitally
generated input an (considering
the k,
aD
the desired input) and o, the
inherent granularity. aM
thus represents the actual input granularity.
The
an
in this case represents the smallest input granularity and
k, > 1, the factor by which subsequent greater granularity levels are
generated. In this experiment k]
= 1.25. This equation shows we do not
have k] aD but |(k1 + a\\ . Thus, a ratio
of 1.25 is not truly
attained. For example, the actual ratio in going from
baseline
(smallest) v to the next highest aQ







k2 is thus the attained ratio given an inherent system granularity of






As shown, if aj a^,
the effect of a, on k, can be ignored. In this
study, the worst case error is found negligible relative to inherent in
put and measurement noise and it was not deemed necessary to include the
correction dictated by 4.2-2. This was borne out by microdensitometer
measurements (Table 4.1-1).
4.3 Equivalent Magnification - The equivalent magnification is
basically a function of the pixel size - 48 micrometers and the level or
magnitude of an input.
Past experience and earlier studies have deter
mined that granularity measured with 48 micrometer aperture is approxi
mately equivalent to an apparent magnification of about 10X (Brock 1970).
Taking 48 micrometers as equivalent to the pixel size (linear dimension),
the equivalent magnification is merely 10 times the ratio of aQ
input to
the 48 micrometer measured value of granularity for the film considered
in the simulation. The value for Panatomic-X, as considered in this
study, is an (48y)
= 0.025. Since the lowest level of aD
input is .05
(level B), the lowest equivalent magnification is
10 f .05 \ = 20X
l-025i
This value agrees with experience in that at 20X, incipient granularity
effects are noticeable. The highest
level of
aD
input was 0.157 (level
G) and thus the highest equivalent
magnification is
44
10 0.157 = 63X
I -025J
At this value of magnification, granularity is highly objectionable for
the film in question. Table 4.3-1 presents the equivalent granularity
for all input granularity levels.
The effect of the optical system on granularity, as noted
earlier, is to act as a low pass filter for observed spatial frequencies,
Thus, the granularity Wiener Spectrum will show the characteristics of
this optical effect. Figure 4.3-1 presents the calculated and measured
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for the combined optics (includes
scanner and playback aperture). This result agrees very well with the
shaped Wiener Spectrum shown in Figure 4.1-3. Note the Wiener Spectrum
falloff from 0 to 20 c/mm spatial frequency. Basically, this has the
shape (attenuation) dictated by the square of the MTF shown in Figure
4.3-1.
4.4 Printing Sensitometry
- Printing sensitometry was carefully
controlled to insure that subjective effects due to differences in
printing positives from simulated output (negative transparencies)
were
minimized. Figure 4.4-1 shows a typical sensitometer analysis of print
ing tone reproduction. Ayf 2- was finally obtained
(dotted line of
figure) to yield an over-all systemyof 1.0 (playback -^
= 0.5) thereby
reducing the likelihood of
non-linear transfer in illuminance between
the output transparency and the viewed
positive print. In addition,
perhaps more importantly, tone reproduction was controlled between the
granularity levels within
each scene. This reduced the significance of
tone scale differences affecting the subjective
assessment of quality
when granularity level is















variable. One effect not fully compensated is that associated with
apparent density change with increasing granularity. This effect is
real, in that high granularity acts to "break
up"
areas of uniform
density creating a type of "salt and
pepper"
perspective. No attempt
was made to objectively compensate for this condition since it would
exist under ambient viewing conditions. Typical results in positive
printing are shown in Figures 4.4-2 thru 4.4-5. These figures represent
results for each of the four scenes for the lowest and highest input
granularity. The salt and pepper effect in the high level of granu
larity is readily noticeable.
4.5 Statistical Data Analysis - The subjectively acquired data was
evaluated using pair-wise comparison results for the magnitude of sub
jective quality differences observed between granularity levels. These
results were then input to the Kodak Park Multiple Dimensional Scaling
(MDS) statistical package. It was found, that at most, two dimensions
or attributes were used in assessing subjective quality for all scenes.
Typically one dimension included 80-90% of the variation among observers,
Thus, one attribute was being heavily weighted by observers in assessing
quality. Table 4.5-1 summarizes the MDS derived weights for each scene.
TABLE 4.5-1
DIMENSION SIGNIFICANCE
Percent Variation Explained by
Scene Dimension 1 Dimension 2



























































































Note that the 1 dimension includes 80-90% of observer weighting which
implies that this one dimension or attribute is heavily used by ob
servers. The question arises as to what this specific dimension en
tails. It is at this point that the rationale in using a contrived
scene such as the tone scale arises. In this particular case, it is
likely that observers are using the large area appearance of neutral
density* tone scale patches (squares) in rating subjective quality.
That is, the neutral density is likely being used in the sense that it
is well known that granularity effects (graininess) are most visible in
this region.
It is problematical that the 5-10% weight estimated for the
2 dimension is particularly significant. Additional experimental data
is required to adequately address this question. However, it is possi
ble that the heavily weighted attribute is identical for each of the
four diverse scenes. The tone scale, as mentioned above, most likely
has uniform area quality as the major attribute. The more complex
scenes, containing much low contrast line detail, are often assumed to
have several significant attributes which sway subjective quality
assessment. However, this is true, in general, only for contrived non-
realistic scenes. As noted, a random dot scene would be a simple or low
complexity scene consisting of a
single busiest subregion - the antithe
sis of the tone scale scene of this experiment. In essence, the granu
larity or its visual analog, graininess, would be
"masked"
by the random
dot pattern. In reality, though, realistic scenes almost always have
some regions of relatively large moderately uniform areas. The
?Middle greys or D - 0.5 in the print.
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landscape scene, as noted earlier, has a large sky area which may serve
as the flat squares of the tone scale. This has led the writer to de
duce that dimension one in all scenes involves the attribute of large
area quality. That is, the 1 dimension is the quality attribute per
taining to uniform area quality in all scenes. This is further rein
forced by the fact that the sole controlled difference between quality
levels within each scene was granularity
- known to be most apparent
within large uniform areas of pictorial formats.
4.6 Subjective Quality Scaling (One-Dimensional) - Although the
results were obtained subjectively from 30 observers evaluating each
scene, MDS performs a non-metric scaling of the ranked quality differ
ence magnitudes for each of the 15 pairs of granularity differences for
each scene. This measure optimizes the distance between the 15 ranks
for all 30 observers and yields an average numerical quality scale value
as a function of input granularity. Table 4.6-1 presents the MDS one-
dimensional scaled result for all four scenes for the average observer.
Note that the higher or more positive values are correlated with higher
granularity levels. This indicates that subjective qual ity loss versus
granularity is implicit in the result.
For trend information, Figures 4.6-1, 4.6-2, 4.6-3 and 4.6-4
present scaled subjective qual ity-versus-input granularity for the tone
scale, face/portrait,
swimsuit and landscape scenes respectively. These
plots indicate very significant features, specifically
-
4.6.1 The less complex (apparent) scenes suggest a distinct
linearity in subjective quality loss versus granularity
- Figures 4.6-1












-1.17 -1.21 -1 .66 -1 .74
C- -0.89 -0.82 -0.86 -0.81
D- -0.59 -0.58 -0.07 +0.02
E- +0.10 +0.07 +0.45 +0.51
F- +0.89 +0.86 +0.94 +1.10
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large area quality is the primary determinate in assessing quality, given
granularity differential as the sole variable. That is, these scenes
contain more large area subregions which fall within the normal, unaided
eye's spatial frequency bandpass.
4.6.2 The more complex scenes, the swimsuit and landscape,
suggest in Figures 4.6-3 and 4.6-4 respectively, two distinct slopes in
the loss of subjective quality versus granularity. In particular, these
figures show a distinctly greater rate of loss in subjective quality for
the lower input granularity levels than at the higher levels.
4.6.3 The landscape scene indicates a definite peaking at the
highest granularity levels - saturation in subjective quality.
The above results indicate a scene dependency on subjective quality
assessment which appears inconsistent with an earlier interpretation -
that one basic attribute is used in assessing quality. However, it will
be shown in the Conclusion section, which follows, that these results
are consistent if two or more scene spectrum types (characterized by
Wiener spectrum) are assumed for each of the four pictorial formats.
Indeed, strong support for a
"signal-to-noise"
model can be inferred as
a subjective qual ity model .
A quantitative model which is basically more correlated in
volves the assumption of a logarithmic model for subjective quality
change with granularity. Figure 4.6-5 presents MDS subjective quality
versus log
(granularity).* As shown, a more linear effect is obtained
for all four scenes. This would give some support for a logarithmic
subjective quality model
-
among many other feasible forms. Table 4.6-2
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shows the basic linear and log regression results for all four scene
types. Analytically, the logarithmic model gives a consistently higher
correlation between subjective quality and granularity magnitude. The
logarithmic
"signal-to-noise"
concept suggested herein is expanded on in
subsequent sections.
4.7 Multi Attribute Assessment - It was noted earlier that MDS
allowed the potential isolation of the attributes which observers use in
assessing subjective pictorial quality. As suggested, most weight was
likely applied to the assessment of larger flat or quiet subregions
within the pictorial format. However, as also shown, a 2 dimension or
attribute accounted for about 20% of the decision weight (variance) in
some of the evaluated scenes. Figure 4.7-1 presents approximate repre
sentations of the MDS two-dimensional results for the four scene types.
The four graphs for each scene type present the range of MDS scale values
assigned to the three lowest granularity levels (B, C, and D) as pro
jected on the
2nd
MDS dimension. The projection of the scale value
range onto the
2nd
dimension (D2) is a coarse representation of the sig
nificance accorded this attribute. It is noted that the two simplest
scenes, the tone scale and
face at the top of the figure, indicate the
smallest sensitivity to this
attribute in that they yield the smallest
range. The two more complex scenes, the swimsuit and landscape, at the
bottom of the figure show a larger D2 projection at
the lower granu-
nrl
larity levels. On this basis, a
case could be made that a 2 signifi
cant attribute is most likely operating in assessing the
subjective
quality of busy scenes. Indeed,
this -is an intuitively satisfying re
sult in that the observer would be
expected to use the additional clues
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afforded by the typically complex scene. For example, in addition to uni
form subregion quality, the quality of low contrast line detail or edges
might serve as an additional quality clue. Low contrast is emphasized
at this point because it is generally known that high contrast, say
modulation values exceeding 0.33, are less visually affected by noise
degradation (high signal-to-noise ratios). The greatest impact is ex
pected to occur at the lower granularity levels (B, C & D) . The satura
tion effect alluded to earlier would likely occur beyond level D. Figure
4.7-2 presents the data in a form where the significance of the 2 at
tribute is amplified. Here, the scene type in order of complexity, is
plotted against the MDS assessed 2-dimensional scale value. As shown,
an apparent linear relationship exists
- that is, as the two-dimensional
weight increases, the scene complexity also increases and thus implies a
measure of correlation between these two factors. Even more clearly
shown is the apparent dichotomy exhibited by the magnitude of two-
dimensional scale values for the four scenes. The dotted regions suggest
the grouping according to some degree of
scene busyness. Possible im
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In this section the results of Section 4.0 are interpreted. It
is not assumed that other results could not be inferred from the data.
The realization exists that no single experiment, particularly one con
strained to a narrow set of photographic world parameters (e.g., B/W,
etc.) is expected to yield scientifically generalized results which can
have a unique interpretation. However, it can be said that the attained
results do agree with acquired experience and minimally represent a
realistic model for the subjective assessment of photographic quality.
Notwithstanding this intuitively satisfying success, there is no claim
herein that the human psychophysical processing system functions under
the suggested quality model on a causative basis.
5.1 Just Noticeable Difference (JND) - One objective of this study
was a demonstration of the equivalence of granularity JND's for conven
tional and digitally simulated photography. This study used perceived
quality differential as the criterion.
In general, most JND studies uti
lize perceived granularity or graininess as the criterion and thus equiv
alence includes the relatedness of graininess to subjective quality.
There is no a priori evidence to suggest that the two criterion are
simply related. The
significance of these different criteria in terms
of the question posed to the observer of a photographic
image was dis
cussed in the Abstract. Apparent differences between the results of
this and past studies could be explained in
the inherent difference
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between these questions. Since perceived or subjective quality is the
"bottom line number" so far as the general picture taking public is
concerned, some quality criterion appears justified. Indeed, any dif
ferences may have significant impact in the areas of image enhancement
and photographic system design techniques.
The results of the experiment yielded digitally simulated
granularity which was visually realistic for the type of system con
sidered (= 20 c/mm system bandpass in conjunction with Panatomic-X
film). This result follows from the simulation estimated magnification
and past experience with conventional Panatomic-X results. The follow
ing sections detail specific study conclusions -
5.1.1 The results of Section 4.0 showed that the average ob
server successfully ranked the six granularity levels, B to G, each
level having a fixed difference in granularity of 25%, with granularity
increasing from B to G. This was experimentally observed for all scenes
with a notable exception in levels F and G for the landscape scene. The
writer feels this inversion is due to a saturation effect expected for
real systems. The granularity levels selected in the experiment range
from a just perceived level of graininess to a level having obvious and
severe noise effects. The actual input granularity ratio, largest granu
larity to the smallest in this experiment is 0.157/0.05 or 310%. The
upper level gives a potential optical density 3-standard deviation bound
of 3 (0.157) to give noise values of 0.47 density units for about 1%
of all pixels. Values of this magnitude and greater would tend to satu
rate the density response for pictorial subregions having mean densities
in a negative of about 1.0 - a critical observation density in the print.
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An effect of this type would have greatest impact on busy subregions
where line detail rendition quality loss with granularity increase would
saturate at higher levels of granularity. Support is also given to this
assumption in that the second most busy scene (the swimsuit scene) ex
perimentally indicated an incipient inversion between quality perceived
for granularity levels F and G.
5.1.2 Past granularity studies, ZWICK (1975) indicated that
the simplest form of imagery, a uniformly exposed and developed photo
graphic result, gave a granularity JND of about 6%. The study also in
dicated that scenes fitting the ZWICK description of nominal complexity,
as typified by the swimsuit and landscape scenes of this study, have
JND's of roughly 15% to 20%. The experimental results of Section 4.0
give support to this result in that the 25% granularity increment was
successfully discerned by the average observer of this study. A conclu
sion which could be drawn from this result is that the different cri
terion, graininess versus quality assessment are compatible in at least a
gross sense. This verifies that graininess is a major quality attribute
for this study.
5.1.3 The above result simultaneously impacts the efficacy of
digital photographic simulations for the system type studied. The ap
pearance of the simulation output and success in ordering the granularity
levels, particularly for the complex scenes, indicates agreement with the
ZWICK study. It is recalled that this study estimated JND's of roughly
20% for moderately complex
scene types. On this basis, it can be said
that the digital simulation apparently was successful in modeling the
noise inherent in conventional photographic systems.
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5.2 Quality Model - The second study goal of this paper is the de
velopment of a quantitative model for subjective quality. The results
shown in Figures 4.6-1 and 4.6-2 show that the two least complex scenes,
the tone scale and facial portrait, are essentially linear with granu
larity change. This result is supported statistically (albeit of a non-
metric variety) by the result shown in Table 4.6-2. The two most com
plex scenes, the swimsuit and landscape scenes, however, show two dis
tinct slopes (Figures 4.6-3 and 4.6-4). In this case, the log function
gives the better fit to the data and the subjective quality for these





= - 2.6 + (27.1) aD 5.2-1
-
SH
= 6.3 + 2.6 In (an) = 6.3 - 2.6 In () 5.2-2Jm
"
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where
S. = Low complexity scene subjective quality
SH
= High complexity scene subjective quality
an
= RMS granularity
This result implies that subjective quality is essentially linear for
scenes of a
"low"
complexity level and logarithmic for scenes of a
"high"
complexity level .
The results noted in Figures 4.6 also suggest that for granu
larity levels consistent with incipient quality loss, the subjective
losses in quality occur at a faster rate for the more complex scene. As
the granularity increases still further, the rate of subjective quality
loss decreases for the complex scene, apparently approaching the rate for
^Negative S. and SH imply an antipode of quality, say
"poorness"
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the simpler type scene (Figures 4.6-3 and -4). This non-linear indica
tion suggests a basic information content model which is characterized
by a log weighting of the higher signal-to-noise ratios. If equations
5.2-1 and 5.2-2 in toto, are not considered of adequate generality, the
log model, shown in Table 4.6-2, appears to give reasonable fits for
both the low and high complexity data. In general, equation 5.2-2
supports the information content model in that subjective quality or
+ S=-6.3 + 2.61n ( ) is commensurate in form with
D
I = K In (1 + |) 5.2-3
where
I = information content
K = normalizing constant (units)
S = signal
N = $ =
oD
That is, 2.6 In (^-) = 1.3 In (^)
= 1.3 In (-\)
D oD
All that remains is substitution of S(v) for 1 in the ratio of 1/$ and
the addition of 1 to this ratio in the argument of
the natural log func
tion to obtain the equation 5.2-3 form. The two
dimensional form can be
expanded from this basis. Appendix B presents a
detailed consideration
of the equation- 5.2-3 model and offers
possible explanations for the ex
perimentally observed
differences noted in the subjective quality loss
versus an
for low and high complexity
scenes.
A weighted information theoretic
model was also hypothesized
from the experimental results.
In th-is case the weights are assumed de
pendent on up to three
forms of pictorial format
subregions arbitrarily
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defined over a scale of three degrees of "busyness". Specifics are de
tailed in Appendix B.
5.3 Potential Studies/Applications - The experimental results of
the study have led to the formulation of an objective
model for image
quality assessment. However, the large number of parameters impacting
the quality assessment function imply that any one experiment is only
suggestive. It is hoped that the results of this study will suggest
approaches which give viable generality. In particular, experiments
considering contrast/sharpness as
added independent parameters appear
highly desirable. Corroboration, refinement
and expansion may yield
significant results in the fields of image enhancement and
photographic
system design. These areas can benefit from readily
applied quality
models which utilize the fundamental signal
and noise characteristics
associated with generalized
photographic systems. This will be par
ticularly true for a future
where hybrid systems (e.g., electronic/
chemical type sensors, channels) may
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a) MAGNIFICATION - Selwyn 's law is used to estimate effective visual
magnification. This is carried out as follows --
Let DD
= effective aperture diameter of pixel = 40 micrometers
Dy




= input simulation granularity
Dy
= 400 micrometers and DQ
= 40 micrometers, thus the effective




and the granularity of film under simulation is 0.025, then the
total effective magnification is
10 /.05 \ = 20X (Table 4.3-1)
I-025/
b) MEASURED GRANULARITY - Selwyn's law is also applicable to granularity
measurements. In this study a microdensitometer having an effective
aperture diameter of 169 micrometers was used to measure and verify
the digitally input granularity. The measured granularity is related










the granularity input is then aD
= 4.22 (.026)




The Figure 4.6 and Table 4.6-2 results are used herein to
derive a feasible information content model for pictorial subjective
quality. In beginning, the following conclusions noted in Section 5.0
are reiterated and expanded on as follows -
1. At all granularity levels, large area quality is used to
assess subjective quality change with granularity for all scene types
(simple to complex) included herein.
2. At lower granularity levels, for those scenes containing
large amounts of low contrast line detail information such as in the
bathing suit or landscape scene, observers also make use of the effect
of granularity on line quality (analogous to resolution or resolving
power). Figures 4.6-3 and 4.6-4 show a greater sensitivity for the
lower granularity levels since line detail and large area quality are
assessable. After line detail information is saturated about midway
within the granularity range, the slope appears to approach
the value
associated with the constant slope of Figures 4.6-1 and 4.6-2 which
gives similar data for scenes having mostly large area information.
Bi Scene Wiener Spectra Dependencies
- The above result supports a
signal-to-noise power model for subjective quality. That is, a complex
scene could be represented by a population of subregions of various
fundamental complexities, from the quiet (flat) to busy (line detail).
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The former subregion could be characterized by a Wiener spectrum* having
a sharp cutoff at lower spatial frequencies while the latter would en
tail a spectrum having a long tail asymptotically approaching the spatial
frequency axis at the higher spatial frequencies. The complex scene may
have several subregions containing these higher frequency Wiener spec-
trums. Correspondingly, the simple scene types have such subregions con
taining either all primarily low or primarily high frequency spectrums.
Thus, the observer can use at least two types of spectra in assessing the
quality of complex scenes.
The noise counterpart of the signal-to-noise equation can be con
sidered the Wiener spectrum of the granularity. This noise spectrum
(shown in Figure 4.1-3) because of its inherent random character, can be
considered essentially flat over the eye's spatial frequency bandpass for
normal viewing distance. That is, signal/noise
= S(v)/$(v) = S(v)/<J> where
S(v) = scene Wiener spectrum power at frequency v, $(v)
= noise Wiener
spectrum power at frequency v
= $ (constant). At a point where S(v)/$
approaches some critical value, say 1 for simplicity, any
additional in
crease in $ may not be detectable.
A viable objective quality model utilizing the S(v)/$(v)
function
is given by Shannon's
information theoretic model (Shannon 1948). This
function is
*The Wiener spectrum is the Fourier




Q ck I ck I v log [l + P(v)/$]
v
where Q = Subjective Quality
I = Information Content
P(v) = Total Wiener spectrum at spatial frequency v
cK = proportionality
The rationale for this model follows from the space (density) domain de
ductions noted above as related to Figures 4.6-1 thru 4.6-4 and Figure
4.7-1. The greater initial slope noted for the complex scenes can also
be deduced from a simplified signal-to-noise analysis utilizing signal
and noise Wiener spectrum concepts. Figure B-l shows a hypothesized
interaction between scene type and granularity level which could explain
the Figures 4.6-1 thru 4.6-4 results. As shown for moderate-to-high





equal changes in the spatial frequency
cutoff** for both the busy and
quiet subregions, B and A of Figure B-l respectively. At the lower




smaller changes in the cutoff frequency for the busy subregion, and es
sentially equal changes in frequency cutoff for the quiet
subregion.
The long tail of the busy subregion contributes to the
larger slope of
subjective quality versus granularity
for the more complex scenes. Once
the granularity has reached a certain
magnitude $-j , $2
and $3 re9ion,
the sensitivities for both the busy and quiet subregions equalize
-
equal changes in granularity yield proportionate
changes in frequency
cutoff.
* Two-dimensional (assumes system isotropic over azimuthal angle for ease
of presentation).
**Hypothesized as spatial frequency where P(v)/$
= S/N - I .
*
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It is noted that although the spectra discussed above are one
dimensional, whereas the photographic output is two dimensional, no
serious conflicts are expected. The result is readily extended to two
dimensions. Besides the ease of graphical exposition, several studies
(GRANGER 1972) have suggested that one-dimensional results correlate as
well or better than corresponding two-dimensional results.
The above discussion implies that the higher spatial frequencies
within the observer's visual bandpass are also critical in assessing
complex scene quality. This observation and the signal-to-noise concept
lead to an information theoretic model which is expanded on in the
following section.
B2 Information Theoretic Subjective Quality Model - This section
will show how a Shannon type information content model can be used to ob
jectively assess photographic quality utilizing the deductions of the
previous section.
For relative comparisons, the Shannon expression for information
content can be expressed in photographic system terms as
I(v) = K v In (l + P(v)/*(v)J B-l
where I(.v) = information content at spatial frequency v (c/mm)
P(v) = signal power spectrum at spatial frequency v
= {MTF (v) fr Alog
E}2
S(v)
MTF (v) = system Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) evaluated
s
at spatial frequency v
iT - system process film transfer gamma
Alog E
= difference between minimum and maximum log exposure
for scene
S(v)
= subregion Wiener spectrum
$(v)
= film granularity Wiener spectrum (noise)
K = normalizing constant
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S(v) can be expressed in the frequency domain as
S(v) = B-2
where v is spatial frequency and N is a constant having a value typically
ranging from a value of 0 to 5. The 0 value represents a maximally busy
subregion while continually greater values of N yield less complex scene
types. Figure B-2 presents example subregion spectra for busyness values
of N = 0 to 3. Corresponding space domain representations are shown for
comparison purposes.
Total information content is obtained by integrating equation B-l





In (l + P(v)/*) dx
mm
or in discrete form
v=v
max
= K ) v In (l + P(v)/*) (Av) B-3
v=v
min
Note that in this form $(v)
= $ = constant over the region of summation,
which is a condition quite realistic for
conventional photographic
systems.
In order to appreciate the form of
equation B-3, I is numerically
evaluated for the following parameters.
a) ^ = 2.0
b) MTFs(v)









































= lowest significant spatial frequency = 20 c/mm
e) vmax
= system cutoff spatial frequency = 340 c/mm
f) $=2xl0"5=Op
g) K selected to normalize form of B-3 such that the log
function is to base 2 (binary); K = 3.322 and In = log1
(This was done only for computation purposes.)
h) Av = 5 c/mm
Figure B-3 (A) presents a plot of percent information content loss (Al)
versus percent increase in granularity (an). This was accomplished by
increasing
$2
by 6, 15, 30 and 50% and plotting the corresponding Al
i,
-5
relative to the initial assumed granularity of (2 x 10 ) . The results
were calculated for several values of N as indicative of subregion
busyness. It is important to note that a subregion complexity as de
scribed by N is totally homogeneous texturally. If a scene could be de
fined by one N value, it must consist of essentially one subregion type
having one degree of busyness. In any case, a scene of this type is
simple regardless of the magnitude of N. It is only in this restricted
sense, per definition, where a scene could be denoted quiet or busy
-
terms always applicable to subregions. Figure B-3 (B) presents corre
sponding results for Al
versus percent change in resolution. This was
simulated by starting with the arbitrary value of vmax
= 340 c/mm and
evaluating the
percent decrease in I as vmax
is systematically reduced.
These plots suggest the following features of the I model. Percent in
formation loss is essentially linear over the range of parameter varia
tion given in Figure B-3 (B) ($
=
constant) and -
1. As subregion complexity increases from N=3 tc 0, the rate of










2. For subregions having little line detail information (N > 2),
information content loss is only a weak function of resolution loss.
In addition, Figure B-3 (A) suggests that granularity increases
do not have as strong an impact on busier type subregions (N = 0) as
they do on the quiet subregions (N - 3).
The latter comment agrees quite well with the known effect of granularity
on various types of scenes.* That is, the minimum JND of 6% applies to
uniformly exposed and developed imagery where N - 3. As shown, the
curve for N=3 does give the greatest loss with increasing granularity.
The dotted lines shown in Figure B-3 (A) give JND's for the
busiest (N=0), moderate (N=1.6) and the quietest or least busy (N=3.0)
type scenes on the basis that a 6% change in granularity is one JND for
the quietest scene type. As shown for N=3, a 6% change gives Al = -7.5%.
Assuming the 7.5% loss of information content equates to one JND for
N=1.6 and N=0 type scenes, we get a JND of about 16% for the moderate and
about 37% for the most complex scene. These results agree extremely well
with the ZWICK study.
The above model did not consider the fact that resolution is also
a function of granularity level. That is, as granularity increases, reso
lution decreases - and generally line detail rendition. This fact will
be accounted for in the next section where equation B-3 will include the
effect of granularity on
effective line detail quality. The prior
*N0te: A simple scene effectively contains one subregion as character
ized by N. Hence, in this paragraph, busy
and quiet scenes are dis
cussed per this definition. A most quiet scene implies that the total
format entails one large subregion iof a uniformly exposed emulsion. The
6% JND applies to scenes having this characteristic.
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analysis served to simply the discussion by considering resolution in
dependent of granularity.
B3 Information Content and Scene Dependency - A mathematical eval
uation as derived herein will show that an appropriately weighted in
formation content model correlates quantitatively with the results pre
sented in Figures 4.6-1 thru 4.6-4. It is recalled that Figures 4.6-1
and 4.6-2 suggest that the subjective quality of the simple type
scene-
tone scale or facial portrait in the experiment decreased linearly with
granularity increase. In contradistinction, the subjective quality of
the more complex scenes - swimsuit or landscape of Figures 4.6-3 and
4.6-4 respectively
- suggested at least two different rates of sub
jective quality loss with increasing granularity. It is hypothesized
from these results that the typical observer is using multiple criterion
in assessing quality for busier type scenes. In particular, the ob
server is using detail rendition (roughly analogous to resolution) as
well as the granularity effect on quiet subregions of the complex scene
pictorial format. Since generally simple scenes which contain no busy
subregions (i.e., those subregions containing much low contrast line de
tail) where detail rendition can be assessed, he is forced to depend
mainly on the impact of
graininess on the simple or uniform subregions.
This is in opposition to a complex scene quality assessment which is
affected by the busyness of the several heterogenous textural subregions
which comprise the photographic format. For example, the stripes within
the bathing suit versus the
facial region area of the model represent
subregions which are texturally heterogeneous.
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It is further suggested by the 4.6 figures that the rate of
subjective quality loss (for the more complex scenes) with granularity
increase begins to decrease at the higher granularity levels. This can
be explained by the fact that the apparent visual loss of low contrast
detail rendition will saturate at some intermediate value of granularity
and thus additional increases do not give additional clues to quality
loss. The observer's quality clues are then reduced to those only avail
able in assessing the quality of the quiet subregions. This effect was
apparent in the two complex scene subjective quality loss plots shown in
Figures 4.6-3 and 4.6-4. Note that at the higher granularity levels the
slope approached that shown for the simple scenes of 4.6-1 and 4.6-2.
If there are essentially no uniform or quiet subregions within the com
plex scene format, a complete saturation could occur. Indeed, an occur
rence of this type was suggested in the result for the most complex or
generally busy scene of the experiment. The landscape scene result,
which does depend on few quiet subregions, shown in 4.6-4, indicated a
reversal in assessed quality (larger granularity was selected as having
better quality) for granularity levels F and G.
A feasible objective quality model utilizing the signal-to-noise
ratio, S(v)/$ will now be
formulated which is in good agreement with the




. Alog E) S(v)
= S(v) = P(v) (see equation B-l) - no
loss of generality is expected. It
was noted that, in assessing the
subjective quality of a
complex pictorial format, the observer utilizes
visual impressions from several
textural ly heterogeneous subregions.
For a least complex format, say,
all quiet or uniformly exposed and
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developed, he would naturally be constrained to perceived information
from subregions of this one category. As stated earlier, the spectral
complexity of the various subregions can be characterized by S(v) =
where v
= spatial frequency and N is a factor related to subregion busy




In the following formulations it will be assumed, for illustra
tion purposes, that S(v) and $ are area normalized. That is -
M 0
a(N)
= \ dv = Variance of subregion signal = aN





= total granularity variance.
N
Let it be hypothesized that a complex pictorial format can be
characterized by up to three S(v) subregion types
-












displays this concept for the three







and high levels of granularity variance. The
following cases can be














* cf^, S^(v), the low busyness subregion spectrum,
yields a change in area between
s^ and S,(v). This area is shown bounded
between #1 and $2 and that portion of SL(v) such that , < S.(v) < $2
which is shown in the figure as AA]2. In comparing aA]2
for the L, M and
H types, it is noted that AA]2 for SL(v) is greater than that for SM(v)




$_, S(v), the high busyness subregion spectrum,
yields a decrease in cutoff frequency*, of Av,2. It is noted that Av12
for this spectrum category exceeds that for S(v) which in turn exceeds
that for S. (v) .
It is now assumed that subjective quality is a linear weighted
sum of the information content for a complex pictorial format which by
definition contains all three texturally heterogeneous categories. Con
sequently, the observer has subjective quality clues from all three
sub-
region categories. Simply put, the total perceived subjective quality







I = K l v In (1 + SL(v)/*) (Av)
v
I = K I v In (1 + SM(v)/$) (Av)
v
IH
= K E v In (1 + SH(v)/*) (Av)
v
This formulation, in conjunction with the effects discussed




data of Figures 4.6-1 thru 4.6-4. For example, the $ + $ result gives
significant
AA12 and Av12 changes, in toto, over all three subregions.
Thus, this model suggests, that for low granularity to moderate granulari
ty changes ($1 * $2), the maximally complex format will show a large com
posite change in I. This result correlates with the greater slope for
low- to-moderate granularity levels for the maximally complex study scenes
(swimsuit/landscape) as used in this study. (See Figures 4.6-3 and
4.6-4). The lower initial slope for the less complex formats (see Fig
ures 4.6-1 and 4.6-2) is herein reconciled by the fact that I and
have less weight in scenes of this type or B-4 gives 1=1.. Basically,
this format is sensitive only to I. via AA,,,.
The reduction in the slopes of the high complexity formats of
4.6-3 and 4.6-4 at moderate to high granularity levels
-
apparently
approaching that of the lower complexity formats
- is explained by the




















for the low busyness subregion,
Av < Av1? for





Thus, for a moderate to
high granularity change, low busyness
subregion changes in AA and Av
remain relatively constant via SL(v).
The corresponding values
for the moderate busyness and high busyness
sub-
regions are distinctly monotonically decreasing
for both AA and Av. This
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implies that IM and IH are decreasing as to impact while I. remains
essentially constant and hence 31/8$ -- 91/8$. Since QTdsIT, the
slope or change in subjective quality for $2
"*"
$3 fr the high complexity
format approaches that for the low complexity
format.*
In summary, the above result suggests that for the swimsuit or
landscape formats Q 3v, I = I, + I + and 31/3$
= 9l./9$ + 3lM/3*
+ 8lH/8$ with substantial contributions to 31/3$ from all three partial s
for initial granularity levels. As granularity further increases,
$2
-> $3, then I - I. and 31/8$
= 3l./9$. The latter result implies that
the slopes for I or Q are approaching equality for the moderate to high
$ range. In summary
-









This result agrees qualitatively with the experimental results of Fig
ures 4.6-1 thru 4.6-4.
Two basic physical parameters control the apparent changes in
subjective quality as $ varies.
That is -
1. A change in area as bounded by $, and $.+1
and
$. < S(v) < $j+1
2. A change in the cutoff frequency Av, as defined (roughly) by
the intersection of S(v) and $.
The former effect is analogous
to over-all recorded image inten
sity or contrast,
the latter to a limiting resolution. An objective
quality model,
denoted Subjective Quality Factor (SQF), GRANGER (1972)
*In this experiment,




was successfully used in determining the acceptability of manufactured
lens assemblies. In this case, the area between the Modulation Trans
fer Function (MTF) of the lens and the noise modulation function -
denoted Threshold Modulation (TM) curve for film is considered related
to subjective quality. The MTF is analogous to S(v)* and TM to $ in
this paper and SQF is, therefore, related to AA. The effect described
by observation 2 adds Av, the change in cutoff frequency, to yield a
function also sensitive to recorded low contrast line detail. The in
formation theoretic model, utilizing S(v)/$, may thus serve as an ob
jective model for the subjective quality of recorded images for general
ized forms of detectors.
*S(v) could be replaced by MTF *S(v).
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